COMPUTER SERVICES CENTRE

Clarifications with respect to NIT NO.2946 (originally NIT NO. 2934)

“16 SERVERS FOR GPU CLUSTER”

1. nVIDIA will provide OEM-specific GPUs -- these must be integrated and installed by the OEM/bidder. This installation will include complete software stack.

2. Warranty/Extended warranty on the original bidder provided equipment would continue to hold and apply in full after the GPU installation.

3. Remote management facility is a must. Lights-out management or IP managed KVM should be supplied. (Local monitors/keyboard/mouse are hence not required.)

4. The ethernet switch should be 1G/10G managed layer-2 switch. The uplink must be a minimum of 10G.

5. Accessories include ethernet cables and IB cables.

6. The OS should be enterprise Linux (RHEL)